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I have to say it. This target is fun. 

Pane of glass or water surface is held by a frame of those gray-blue bars, in either case a reflective 
surface. The red patches are on the surface of that. 

Inspect the bottom of a yellow arch leg: It feels mellow and peaceful and easy here, nothing serious 
and nothing technology, it feels like children's toys or a children's book. Like a large yellow letter on 
a children's toy book. 

Look at yellow from red: The yellow looks happy like a big smile of an elephant. 
Look at red from yellow: The red is engulfed by those small blue hills. 

Do a top view: The red thing can be seen below. Go to red thing: It is like a thin floppy paper or 
plastic cut-out of irregular outline, it can be lifted up by the hand. 

11:14 PM End RV. I was just about to say before I concluded on this session, that this one feels like 
artificial. I also wanted to say earlier that it feels like we have large letters on a book, the U and the J 
shape. We easily see where the "yellow" U shape is coming from, it is the large D shape on its side. 
And the bar that bends is also on the large D. I felt like the yellow U and the two red O eyes were 
like large letters on the cover of a children's book. The holes could be from the patchy look of the 
background. It is fun how I get so many colors from a colorless image, I will let my mind continue to 
paint a colorless world in colors I do not discourage it even if it seems "wrong", I love for RV to be 
colorful. 

I think I am justified in giving this session an A. 

Look at a second target image which is a print screen, it shows how the target image appeared for 
me with several gray boxes, whereas the actual saved image does not show the boxes. 

Image source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:HDV-Mark001.svg
Image link https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/9/9f/HDV-
Mark001.svg/400px-HDV-Mark001.svg.png

11:21 PM End session. 

ELEMENTS

4. IE. There is a thin yellow arch bowed upward like the neck or back of a giraffe. The yellow is 



speckled as if it has many holes on it. 
T. It goes down into the wet. It wants to go down there. 
SI. The yellow element exhales in a poof near to the gray box. The yellow makes people happy, it 
smiles like a yellow happy elephant with the red patches on it. It smiles like if it is happy. Big yellow 
elephant with eyes, like a children's book character. The yellow is happy. 
P. Its underside makes me think of it like an arched caterpillar. This yellow is something fun. Has two 
smaller lobes on either side of right-side leg. 

IE. There is like a moving water at the floor. 
T. The thrill sound is coming from the water. 

5. IE. On the water are many small red pieces floating at the surface. Also seen as patches on the 
yellow arch. 
T. They are seen through holes and are the color of what is underneath the water. 
P. When touched, these inflate and go poof larger and become part of the larger yellow inflated 
arch above them. These rise and go up to being on the yellow arch. The red patch has got several 
holes on it. 

2. IE. Gray-blue thin pillar legs under the yellow bowed arch. 
T. These move inward and appear now to be horisontal. 
P. Yellow inflated arch is above them. There is floating on the water's surface, the water moves with 
small waves that reach upward but do not travel. Feel cold to touch these bars. A horisontal bar 
curves around a leg of the yellow arch, not hugging firmly around but with some space around. The 
into-page far end of a horisontal bar goes into the green vegetation. There is a huge drop down 
from the horisontal bar through thin air. 

5. IE. A whistle sound was heard. And a song sound was heard like a musical thrill not really a voice 
song. 
T. Something fun and cheerful. 

2. IE. This is a fun and happy place to be, it feels like a children's playground kind of place. 
T. Fun and smiling, happy and a safe comfortable place to be. 

2. IE. A gray box on left side. 
T. It rises upward, is larger than at first thought. 
P. Red patches nearby to the right on the water surface as before. Oh wow! I probed the inner wall 
and saw two large round red eyes blinking! I now experience the feeling of deja vu, not because I 
particularly recognize what I saw but the feeling of deja vu! 

3. IE or SE. Some green like vegetation along just under a horisontal gray-blue bar. 
T. A fresh smell. 
P. It provides some shade. Is against the gray-blue box wall near the top of the wall. 

SE. There is glass near to a horisontal blue-gray bar. 
T. It is near connected to the water. 

SE. Two large round red ring eyes that are looking from the box wall that faces the yellow arch, 



looks toward the yellow arch. 
T. It looks down to the moving water, and then it falls down flat onto the water and it seems to be 
the same as the red things on the water. 

SE. There is a beige curvy road, path, on the right-side outer wall of the yellow arch leg. 
T. It just only seems to be there. 


